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QUESTION 1

You are asked to restore a virtual machine from a SAN array snapshot. Which two actons must you perform to present
the LUN to the ESXi host to make the data available? (Choose two.) 

A. Force mount the copy of the LUN if you are sure the original is not in use. 

B. Resignature the copy of the LUN if the original is stll in use. 

C. Restore the LUN to the ESXi host. 

D. Add the copy of the LUN to the ESXi host using the format opton. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Which database platorm is supported with VMware 5.x in a Vblock System? 

A. MySQL 

B. Microsof SQL Server 

C. PostgreSQL 

D. IBM DB2 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A virtual machine appears as orphaned in the virtual infrastructure client but is online and functoning 

normally over the network. 

Which procedure would be used to recover the VM with no down tme? 

A. Delete the virtual machine from the disk, connect directly to a host with the vSphere client, and import the VMX fle
into the inventory. 

B. Use the vSphere client to connect to the host that the virtual machine is registered to and vMoton the virtual machine
to another host. 

C. vMoton the orphaned virtual machine to another host that can access the data store where the virtual machine\\'s fles
are located. 

D. Delete and re-create a new virtual machine with the same name, guest OS, and IP address. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

During the deployment of a Vblock System, it was discovered that the Cisco Nexus 1000V VSM virtual machines were
residing upon the same vSphere host in the AMP. To comply with VCE best practces for separatng the Cisco Nexus
1000V VSM virtual machines, what is missing? 

A. VMware HA virtual machine startup policy 

B. VMware DRS Rules 

C. VMware DRS Admission Control 

D. VMware DRS Automaton Level 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are preparing to upgrade the Vblock System to the latest release certfcaton matrix and have a custom ISO fle for
the vSphere ESXi build on the vCenter server in the DTemp folder. Which process would you use to build and atach a
host upgrade baseline? 

A. Ensure you have Upload fle privileges; launch vCenter; open VUM; import the ESXi image; atach the baseline to the
target; create a baseline image. 

B. Launch vCenter; ensure you have Upload fle privileges; open VUM; import the ESXi image; create a baseline image;
atach the baseline to the target. 

C. Launch vCenter; import the ESXi image; ensure you have Upload fle privileges; open VUM; create a baseline image;
atach the baseline to the target. 

D. Launch vCenter; import the ESXi image; ensure you have Upload fle privileges; open VUM; create a baseline image;
atach the baseline to the target. 

Correct Answer: B 
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